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The contour process of a random binary tree t with n internal nodes is defined as the polygonal function 
constructed from the heights of the leaves of t (normalized by 6). We show that, as n + 00, the limiting 
contour process is identical in distribution to a Brownian excursion. 
1. Introduction 
We denote by SB3, the family of extended binary trees with n internal nodes. The 
n + 1 leaves of a tree t E CB3, may be enumerated from left to right with the indices 
0 3 . . . 9 n. Let r,(i) resp. r,(i,j) be the (uniquely determined) path connecting the 
root of t with leaf i, resp. leaf i with leaf j. 
The height of leaf i in t, H,(i), is defined as the number of internal nodes on 
r,(i). The sequence (H,(i)),,...,, yields the contour of the tree t. It is convenient to 
describe the contour by a linear interpolation of the function i/n- (l/fi)H,(i): 
For TV%,,, Osx~l and with H,(n+l):=O, 
A,(x):=~1(l~x~+l-nx)H,(jnxJ)+(nx-lnx~)~,(~nx]+l)}. (1.1) 
(The heights are normalized with l/A because for t E 93,,, maxi H,(i) = O(h) in 
the average as n + co.) This is illustrated in Figures 1 and 2. We call the polygonal 
function g,(x) the contourfunction of t. 
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It is easy to see that the sequence of heights H,(O), . . . , H,(n) determines t E %‘,,. 
Therefore also the contour function of t determines f. In other words: A binary tree 
may be represented without loss of information by its contour function. Assume 
now that t is selected randomly from %‘,,, and that all t E %,, are equally likely. (This 
is in a certain sense the most natural model for the distribution on B3,, since it 
corresponds to independent growth of the branches of the tree; see Aldous (1989).) 
Then (H,( i))i=O,...,n becomes a family of random variables, and the contour function 
fir( .) is a stochastic process, namely a random element of C[O, 11. We may supply 
C[O, l] with the uniform topology. It will be shown in this paper that, as n + ~0, 
the distributions of fi,( .) (t E B,,) converge weakly in C[O, l] to the distribution of 
a Brownian excursion. 
The main motivation for our investigation is the performance analysis of 
algorithms: It has been pointed out by other authors (see e.g. Knuth, 1973; Prodinger, 
1980; Flajolet and Odlyzko, 1982; Kemp, 1982, 1984), that the analysis of stack 
oscillations can be reduced to the analysis of leaf heights in random trees. A special 
application of our result to this area is the following: Consider stack oscillations 
during level order traversal of a binary tree t (see Kemp, 1984, pp. 82-83). The size 
of the stack corresponds to the recursion depth of the traversal procedure. Then 
the MAX-turns (Kemp, 1982), i.e. the local maxima of the function describing the 
stack size, are exactly the heights H,(O), H,(l), . . . of the leaves of t. Our Theorem 
3.1 says that the asymptotic process of the MAX-turns is a Brownian excursion. 
From that, properties such as the distribution of the maximal stack size or of passage 
times of the stack may be derived. 
Some early results on the average height of the ith leaf in a random binary tree 
have been found by Ruskey (1980), Moon (1983) and Kirschenhofer (1983a,b). 
Kirschenhofer (1983~) also computed higher moments of leaf heights for a certain 
asymptotics. 
2. Convergence of the leaf heights to a Markov process 
We start with some definitions. Whenever possible, variables referring to trees t E B3, 
with finite n will be denoted by capital letters, while variables referring to the 
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asymptotic case n + cc will be denoted by small letters. In this Section, each binary 
tree t E $X3,, will be drawn with the root at the top; we connect an additional leaf 
with index n + 1 (the ‘root leaf’) with the root, so that each internal node, including 
the root, has degree 3. (Details of this representation are given in Gutjahr (1991).) 
Thus, the tree of Figure 1 is drawn as shown in Figure 3. 
Nowletn>lbefixed,O<ksn,andletX,,,... , X, be a sequence of leaf indices 
with X, <. . . < Xk. By convention let X_, = X k+, := n + 1 denote the root leaf. 
Further, let card(r) denote the number of internal nodes on the path n. The height 
of leaf X, (i = 0,. . . , k) is given by 
H, = H,(X,) = card(r,(X;)) = card(n,(X;, X,,,)). (2.1) 
For i = 0,. . . , k+ 1, we define the distances (of two successive leaves) 
W := card(n,(X,, Xl+,)), (2.2) 
and the areas Sp,: ~2, is that part of the tree t which contains the leaves Xi_, , X,_, + 
1,. . . , Xi and is bounded by the path n,(X,_,, Xi) (see Figure 4). The sequence 
X0,.. . , X, of leaves of t induces an embedded binary tree TE 9331, in the following 
way: T is the subtree of t consisting only of the leaves X0,. . . , X,,, and the internal 
nodes v,, . . . , vk, where v, is the internal node on n,(X,_,) n r,(X,) with maximal 
cc+ 0 4 0 3 5 6 
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Fig. 3. 
X k., = ntl 
Fig. 4. 
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Fig. 5. 
height. Two nodes vi, Uj are adjacent in 7, if the path connecting them in t does not 
contain another node vI (1 s 1 s k). The path n-,(i) in the embedded binary tree 
corresponds to the path r,(X,) in the original binary tree. 
Next, we define the subdistances 
S,:=card(7r,(XjP,,Xi)nr,(X,-,,X,))-2 (Osi<jck+l). (2.3) 
The subdistance S, is the number of internal nodes on the boundary between area 
.P$ and area Sp,, except the two extreme nodes. The subdistances may be composed 
to a triangular matrix S = (S,j)Oiir,sk+, Further, let L, (0 G i <j s k + 1) denote the 
number of edges leading from the area tii into area &, and L:= (L!,)OsIrr,Gk+,. 
Clearly, L, s S,, and S, -L,, is the number of edges leading from the area dj into 
area &,. This is shown in Figure 5. The areas ti, can be made to a binary tree t, in 
the following way: Remove all those nodes on r,(X,-, , Xi) which have edges leading 
from di to the outside; declare X, as the root leaf and re-numerate the leaves of 
&, in counter-clockwise direction, starting with leaf Xi-,, which gets the index 0. 
Each of the leaves Xi occurs in both ti and tit,. Let Gi:=Xi-Xi_,-1 (X-,:=-l). 
Then t, E CB3,, (0 < i G k + 1). To each embedded binary tree 7 there corresponds a 
set I, of index pairs (i, j), 0 s is k + 1: If e is an edge of 7, e separates two areas 
&i(e) and &j(e) (i(e) <j(e)) of t. We define I,:= {(i(e), j(e)) 1 e edge of T}. Since 7 
has 2k + 1 edges, it follows that card(1,) = 2kf 1. It can be shown that r may be 
reconstructed from 1,. Therefore, 7 ++ 1, is a one-to-one mapping of B3, into the set 
of all (2k+ 1)-sets of 2-subsets of (0,. . . , k + l}. Since L, = S,j = 0 if (i, j) & I,, in the 
matrices L resp. S only the positions (i, j) E Z, are relevant. If we want to take 
account of the dependence on the special tree t E CA’,, (X0, . . . , X, fixed), we write 
S,(t), L,(t), etc. For randomly selected t E C&, S,(t), Lii(t), etc., become random 
variables. The announced theorem on the asymptotic Markov property of the leaf 
heights will be proved with the help of seven lemmata: 
Lemma 2.1. Let 
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denote the Catalan numbers and let a( i, k, n) denote the number of trees t E 93,, with 
H,(i) = k. Then 
U={H,(O)=klt~93~}= 
a(O,Sn) k zz- 
C, 
2k+l exp 
To each a > 0 there are constants N and M, such that 
(R(k, n)l< Mk/n Vnz N, k<a&. 
Proof. Starting with 
a(0, k, n) =- 
(see Ruskey, 1980), the approximation follows from 
a(O, k n) (n+l)! (2n-k-l)! 
cl3 =k(n-k)! (2n)! 
by taking logarithm of the product above, expanding the logarithm and applying 
Euler’s summation formula. (Details can be found in Gutjahr and Pflug (1990a).) q 
Lemma 2.2. Let 7~ 9Zk, and let (Sy’),, lcjck+, and (Xi”‘),. ,_L be sequences of 
nonnegative integers with 
g-+sti>O (n+00) V(i,j)EZ,, 
Si:‘=O V(i,j)& I,, 
xi 
-+ xi 
n 
(n+W) (O<x,<. . .<x,<l). 
Then, as n + 03, 
n(2k+‘)‘2P{S~j( t) = Sj,!“(O G i <j G k + 1) ( t E B,,} 
k+l 
= ck(x) n J;(%,T(~))+~(~), 
i=o 
(2.4) 
where 
x=(x,,... ,xk+l)r f;(z)=z exp 
Z2 
- 
> 16(x; -x,_,) ’ 
Pi,7 = c spi + C siy, 
p:(p,i)t 1, y:(i,q)t I,
and the functions C, only depend on x. 
If the sequences SF) depend on s = (s,),,~~~~~~ +, as a parameter, and the convergence 
of each S’,“‘(s)/& to sii (0~ i <j < k+ 1) is uniform in a hypercube s E [0, c](*;*) 
(with respect to the Euclidean metric), then also the convergence of (2.4) is uniform 
in s E [0, c]‘~~“. 
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Proof. Let 
ccIi,r(L~s)‘= C Lpi+ C (slJ’-L~y) 
p:(p,i)sl, 9;(l,9)tr, 
(2.5) 
and 
G~“‘:=X~“‘-X!;:-l (Xp2,:=n+l,XI;‘:=-1). (2.6) 
(CI,,T(L, S) is the number of edges turning off from n,(X,_,,X,) to area &,, i.e. the 
height of leaf 0 of the subtree ti, and Gi ‘n) is the number of internal nodes of ti. For 
fixed L and S, there are ~(0, $,,(L, S), G:“)) possibilities to choose the subtree t, 
(0 4 is k + l), and (f:;) possibilities to select, from the S, nodes on the boundary 
between di and &;, L,; nodes with edges leading from Ai to tij ((i, j) E I,). Therefore, 
P{S,,(t)=S~I”(O~i<i~k+l)~t~~~) 
1 
=- 
C 
c, L=(L,,),o~L,,=s~;) 
[ ( ,i,,5!,, (:I)) . yil a(‘), (Cri,T(L. Scn)l, G/“J].C2.7) 
Ci,iltl, 
From (2.5), 
k+l 
(2.8) 
(P,O~I, (W)il, (l,Y)CI, (I,IkI, 
With 
c( G’“‘) := ccl;” . . . c~(;:,/~~+~c,, P(L, 9 := 11,, ($(;)“2 
Lemma 2.1 and (2.8), we obtain that the probability in (2.7) is equal to 
c( G’“‘) c 
L=( L,,),OS L,,LSj;l’ 
P (L, S’“‘) 
(i,/)~I, 
k+l 
. JJo I&,,~(L, S’“‘) exp -(~“T~~~:“‘))2+R(gi,,(L, Scn)), Gin)) . 
I > 
(2.9) 
p (L, S’“‘) is the probability function of 2 k + 1 independent, B( $,' ‘, 3) -distributed 
random variables L”,, ((i, j) E I,), where B( n, p) denotes the Binomial distribution. 
Hence the multiple sum is (2.9) may be interpreted as the expected value of 
If we normalize the random variables &, by defining Z, := i,/S$” ((i, j) E I,), the 
random variable 2, is distributed according to the probability measure pi,“’ received 
from B(Sy’,$) by the linear transformation x H x/S’,“‘. With the additional 
substitutions 
$1 =: fi q, GI”‘=: &“’ 
($I+ si,, gl”‘* g, := 
(2.11) 
x, -xi&l, xh+l ‘- ‘- 1, x-r := 0) ((i, j)E I,), 
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one obtains 
$. (i SC”‘) = $_ (Z S’“‘) 1,7 > I,T 3 
ktl 
with &(z, s) := 1 spizpi + C siq(l - ziq). 
p:(p.i)EG q:(i,q)EI, 
(2.12) 
Thus, the sum in (2.9) can be represented as 
I 
i I 
L 
n(k+2)/2 . . . F n (z) dp(“‘(z) 3 (2.13) 
0 0 
where 
k+l 
Fn(z):= irIo &,,(s s (n)) exp (- “i3T~i”:‘)“’ + R(&i $i,T(~, scn)), ngJn))) 
and 
EL (n):= (.F, pul;“‘. 
1. c r 
Because of the Law of Large Numbers and Si,!“+ 00, pr’ converges weakly to the 
point mass a,,*; i.e. p”‘)-+ 8C,,2,...,,,2j weakly (n+cc). Since s(,‘)+ so, we have s+:= 
~up~,,,)~,, supna, sF’< co; since gin’+ g, > 0, g- := inf, inf,,, gi”‘> 0 for sufficiently 
large N. Hence, 
G Lb, s (..))sl;;(k+l)s+~(k~s+~. g 
This means that the remainder estimation of Lemma 2.1 can be applied to the error 
term R(& I+G~,~(z, s(‘)), ngj”‘); it foll ows that each of these remainder expressions 
(and therefore also their sum over i = 0,. . . , k+ 1) is of order n-l”. A tedious, 
but straightforward estimation shows then that F,(z)+ F(z) uniformly on 
{z=(z~,)~O~~~~~,(~,~)EI,}=[O,~]~~~’, where 
F(Z) := F $&, s) exp 
i=O 
-“i*T:: “j2). 
I 
(2.14) 
Since F is continuous and bounded, 
II FdS [o,lp+l F,, d,utn’- I [O,lf”+ (1/2,...,1/2) 
s ]F,,-F]dp”‘“‘+ Fdp’“‘- F d%/2,...,1/2) + 0. 
Therefore (2.13) is asymptotically equivalent to ~I(~+*)‘~F($, . . . , $), and because of 
(cri,T($, S) =;qi,T(S), the last expression is equal to 
ktl 
n(k+2)‘2G)k+2 i~o~(Pi,‘w). (2.15) 
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Since Gg’+. + . + G(kn+), = n - k, by Stirling approximation for the Catalan numbers 
we get 
e( G’“‘) = 2-3k-2,.y(k+‘)‘2(g0 . . . gk+,)-3/2&3k+3)l’( 1 + o( 1)) (n + 00). (2.16) 
Insertion of (2.15) and (2.16) in (2.9) yields (2.4) with 
C,(x) := 2~4’k+“a~‘k+“‘2[Xo(X, -x<]) ’ ’ * (x,, -x&,)(1 -xk)]-“‘. (2.17) 
The second part of the assertion (uniform convergence in s) is obtained without 
difficulty by a re-inspection of the proof. 0 
Let now for r E Sk and with R+ := [0, a[, 
Q~:={S=(Sij)~-_i~_i”k+~E[W!r”‘ISiJ>O v(i,j)E&,$,=O v(i,j)&I,}. (2.18) 
Since r is reconstructable from I,, the sets QT (7 E Sk) are pairwise disjoint. 
Lemma 2.3. For (Xl”‘) as in Lemma 2.2 and n + ~0, the distributions of the random 
variables S,(t)/& (t E %I,,) converge weakly to a limiting distribution which is deter- 
mined by the following properties: 
(a) The distribution function in the point s E QT, T E %k, is given by 
4(s) = I:“‘2h’ . * ’ I,‘““’ c,(X) ;@&+4&‘)) d&o, . . . d&k), (2.19) 
wherein a (0), . . . , a(2k) are the index pairs of I,. 
(b) The set IW~~~‘\IJ~~~, Q7 has probability zero. 
Proof. (a) Let s E QT, i.e. sii = 0 V( i, j) EI ZT, and let 
~n(s):=P{Si,(t)/fi~s,,(O~i<j~k+1)~t~!B3,} 
be the distribution function of S( t)/fi (t E B3,). S(t)/&? may be interpreted as a 
(2k + 1)-dimensional random variable, since its components (i, j) & I, must be zero. 
Then with G, := (0, l/G, Z/V&, . _ . , n/&t}, 
4%(s)= c ... c 
~:(~)tG,,,s,(O)~s,(o, .yh(z~~ G,,..t&zii=‘r.(~~> 
W%Y(t,(t)IJ;;= s&c,, (l=O,. ..,2k)lt~Q,,}. (2.20) 
With Sk;‘,,(s’) := IV’% s’ Ucr,J, the probability in (2.20) can be written as 
P’{S,,,,(t)=$$,(s’) (I=0 ,..., 2k)lt~%,,}. (2.21) 
Because of S’“’ acl,(s’)/fi+ .s&~,, uniformly in s’, Lemma 2.2 yields 
k+l 
h(s)= c C(x) Fl .L;((P~,~(s’))+ G(s’) , (2.22) 
ZL+I 
S’EG,, J’S.5 i=O 1 
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where IE,(s’)/ G E, + 0 (n + 00). The expression 
ktl 
&2k+1)/2 
c C(x) II L(cPi,7(s’)) 
Llil 
F’EG,, ,s’= F I=0 
converges-because of the continuity of J; and (pi,7 - as n + cc to the Riemann 
integral 
The error term can be estimated as follows: 
(b) Let e7 be the closure of the set Q7 in Iw~~“, o7 = {s E rW~~“/ sir = 0 V( i,j) CZ I,}. 
Each random variable SCj( t)/& (t E %,,) can only take values in some QT (T E %I,,), 
so the probability of IJTttiI QT is one for each n. Since the latter set is closed, this 
is also true for the limiting distribution existing due to (a). It remains to show that 
the boundary dJ,,ia, 07) = Urtti8/il Qr\UTtd, QT has probability zero w.r.t. the 
limiting distribution. Let a(Q.,) := Q7\Qr = {s 1 qj = 0 V( i,j) t? I,, 3( i, j) E I,: sd = O}. 
Then the assertion follows by having s,,(1) -+O in (2.20) for one (or several) 1. 0 
Since we are not primarily interested in the random variables S,(t)/fi but in 
the random variables H,(t)/&, the limiting distribution of Lemma 2.3 still has to 
be transformed. Let 7~ Bk. If we interprete the path n7(i) in the embedded binary 
tree as a set of edges and represent each edge by the numbers of the two adjacent 
areas, we may write (p, q) E rTT,( i) in the case where the boundary between dP and 
~2~ lies on r,(i) resp. r,(X,). Then, 
H,= 1 S,,,+O(k) and Wi=~,,(S)+O(k) 
(PA)ETr(l) 
((Pi,7 as in Lemma 2.2). If these equations are divided by v”%, the error term 0( k)/fi 
is asymptotically negligible, since k is constant. Thus, in order to obtain the limiting 
distributions of the normalized heights H,(t)/& resp. the normalized distances 
Wi( t)/G (t E CB,,), we have to perform the following transformation of variables: 
hi:= 1 s,,~ (i=O 3 . . 7 k), (2.23) 
(P.4)t~Ai) 
W;:=(Pi,JS)= c sp,+ c siq (i=l,...,k). (2.24) 
P:(P,ikJ, 4:(w)c1, 
Obviously, pr,T(S) = h, and (Pk+,,r(s) = hk. 
Lemma 2.4. The transformation (2.23)-(2.24) IS a one-to-one, linear mapping of Q7 into 
pck):={(ho, WI  h,, w2,. .., hk-1, wky hk)I)hi_,-hil~Wi~h,~,+hi 
(i = 1,. . . , k)}. 
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X,-l X, 
Fig. 6. 
a b c a b c a b c 
Fig. 7. 
The images of diflerent sets QT are disjoint in Pck’. Conversely, to each (h, w) := 
(ho, w1,hl,W2,...,hk~,rWk,hk)EP (k) there corresponds at least one r E %k and one 
s E Qr, such that (h, w) is image of s under (2.23)-(2.24). 
Proof. The validity of 1 h,_, - h,( s wi s h,_, + hi (i = 1, . . . , k) is immediately seen 
from Figure 6. The linearity of the mapping is obvious. 
Now let (h, w) := (ho, w, , h, , w2, . . . , h,_, , wk, hk) E pck’. Then the path lengths 
(Y,, pi, yi in the above illustration can be determined: 
cq=$(hi_,+hi-wi), &=;(h,_,+w;-h,), y,=$(w,+h,-h,_,). (2.25) 
The condition Ihi_, - h,I s wi G h,_, + h, is equivalent to the triangle inequalities 
wi~h,_,+h,,h,_,~hi+w,,hi~wi+w,_,. So a;,/?,, y,>O. 
By determining CY,, pi, yi successively for i = 1,. . . , k and drawing a tree r with 
edges whose lengths correspond to the values CY~, pi, yi, we obtain k points, where 
a path n,(i) turns off from the preceeding path rr,( i - 1); some of them may coincide. 
If all k points are different from each other, the tree T and all subdistances sJ are 
uniquely determined, and sd > 0 V( i, j) E I,. If two or more points coincide, we can 
nevertheless interprete them as different nodes with (sub)distance zero, but r is not 
uniquely determined in this case (see Figure 7). If we choose one of these possible 
T’S, we get at least one s,, = 0, (i, j) E I,, i.e. s belongs to the boundary a(UltSk QT). 
Thus, from the image (h, w) of a point s E UTCSk QT, r and s can be reconstructed, 
and since the sets Qr are pairwise disjoint, their images must also be pairwise 
disjoint. 0 
In the sequel, (h, w) always means (h,, w, , h,, w2,. . . , hk_, , wk, hk). 
Lemma 2.5. Let h resp. w be a vector of normalized heights resp. distances. Then in 
the point (h, w) E P (k), the limiting distribution of Lemma 2.3 has the density 
2-“ck(x)fo(ho)fi(w,)f;(wz). . .f~(wl.Li+,(hkL (2.26) 
which is independent of r. 
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Proof. Pck) is a convex polyhedron, admitting the following decomposition into 
disjoint subsets: 
wherein ?P, denotes the mapping defined by the transformation (2.23)-(2.24). 
According to Lemma 2.3, P(U,~&~ a( QT)) = 0. Because of dim(a( Qr)) s 2k for each 
7~ gk, ?Pk(a(Q7)) lies on a hyperplane of the space lR2k+‘. Therefore the points in 
Wk(Udl, '%@)) are not relevant for the density on Pck’. The density in the 
remaining points of PC”’ can be computed separately for each subset Tk(QT). 
Let T be fixed. By (2.23)-(2.24), to the restricted mapping qklo, there corresponds 
a ((2k+ 1) x (2k-t 1))-matrix A,. This matrix is regular because of Lemma 2.4, and 
its elements are numbers 0 or 1. The density C,(x) n~~~f;(q~~,,(s)) of the limiting 
distribution (2.20) is transformed by (2.23)-(2.24) to the density 
(2.27) 
on Wk(QT). It remains to show that Jdet(A,)\ = 2” VT E Sk. We proceed by induction. 
For k = 0, there is one single tree 7 E P&, . (2.23)-(2.24) reduces to h, = soI. Hence 
A, = (1) and det(A,) = 1. 
Let now k > 0, T E 97~‘~. Then there is a tree T’E 33,_] such that r can be constructed 
from 7’ by replacing a leaf 0 by o/ o\D. The lines of the transformation matrix 
A, are assigned to the heights h, of the leaves resp. the distances wi between two 
consecutive leaves; the columns of A, are assigned to the index pairs (i,j) E Z, which 
correspond to the edges of T. An entry of A, is 1, iff the height or distance given 
by its line contains the edge given by its column, 0 else. Since we are only interested 
in the modulus of det(A,), we can arrange the lines (corresponding to the heights 
resp. distances) and the columns (corresponding to the edges) in an arbitrary way. 
Let b be the leaf to be replaced in T’. We distinguish three cases: 
(i) b is one of the leaves 1,. . . , k - 1, 
(ii) b is the leaf 0, 
(iii) b is the leaf k. 
In case (i), let a resp. c be the left resp. right neighbor leaf to b. Then the replacement 
can be depicted as shown in Figure 8. Note that in T, leaf c has another index than 
in T'. We arrange the lines and columns of A, in the following way: 
e ! I c 
a b c a b, b2 c 
Fig. 8. T’+ T. 
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- The five last lines correspond to height (b,), distance (a, b,), distance (b,, c), 
height (b2) and distance (b, , b,). 
- The last two columns correspond to edge e, and edge e2. 
Then A, is of the following form: 
height (b,) 
distance (a, b,) 
distance (b,, c) 
height (b,) 
distance (6,) b,) 
e1 e2 
0 0 
. . 
* . 
b 0 
. . . 1 0 
1 0 
0 1 
. . . 0 1 
0 . . . 0 1 1 
where the entries in the lines ‘height (b,)’ and ‘height (b2)’ are identical, except for 
the last two columns. It can easily be seen that by omitting the last two lines and 
the last two columns, we obtain the matrix A,, (in a certain arrangement). Thus we 
find without difficulty det(A,) = -2 det(A,,), which yields the assertion. The two 
other cases (ii) and (iii) are treated in a similar way. 0 
Lemma 2.6. Let a distribution on Pck’ have the density function 
dho,w,,h,w2,..., hk-1, wk, hk):= &LAJf,(~,lfi(~z)~ . ‘fk(“%)fk+,(hk) (2.28) 
where J; are continuous functions (i = 0, . . . , k + 1) and ck is a constant. Then the 
conditional marginal distribution of hk, given h,,, . . . , hk-I , has a density function 
h,,,...,h~-,(h) = Phi-,(h) 
which is independent of ho, . . , hkm2. 
(2.29) 
Proof. Let h := (ho, . . . , hk), w := (wl, . . . , wk), and 
B,(h):=[Ih,_,-hiI,hi-,+hh,] (i=l,..., k). 
(h, w) shall denote again the (2k+ 1)-tupel (h,, w,, h,, w2,. . . , hkpl, wk, hk). Then 
we can represent Pck’ in the form 
P’k’={(h,v)ER~k+‘IwiEBi(h) (i=l,...,k)}. 
The density of the conditional distribution, given ho, . . . , hk_, , is 
ph(W, hk) = &,...,hk-,(W, . . . , wk, hk) 
zz 
(I 
fi(wA dw, . . . 
I 
fkml(wk&l) dwk-1 
B,(h) Bh-l(h) 
-il 
-1 
fk(Wk)fk+,(hk) d’+‘k dhk 
w.lcBk(h) 
‘fi(W,) ’ ’ ‘.h(+“k)h+,(h), (2.30) 
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and the marginal density of h, is 
Lemma 2.7. In the case k = 0 (one single leaf ), the limiting distribution of the normal- 
ized leafheight n-“*H,(X,J (X0, n + CO, X,,/ n + x E IO, l[) is a Maxwell-type distribu- 
tion with the density function 
Px(U) = 16J;; L[x(l-x)]~3i2u2exp ( -16xE2_x) . > (2.31) 
In the case k = 1 (two leaves), the limiting common distribution of the normalized leaf 
heights n -“2H,(X0) resp. n -“*H,(X,) (X0, X,, n +c0, Xo/n+x, X,/n+y, O<x< 
y < 1) has the density function 
The limiting conditional density of v = n~“*H,(X,), given 6”*H,(X,) = u, is 
Tx,JVIU) =& [(l -x)/(1 -y)l’~‘(y - x)-1/2u-lv 
-(16x;;-xJ exp(-16(Ey)) 
. [exp(-1$,~~,)-exp(-~~~~‘,‘,)]. 
(2.32) 
(2.33) 
Proof. (2.31) and (2.32) follow by specialization of the proofs of Lemma 2.2-2.5 
to the cases k = 0 resp. k = 1 (details are left to the reader). (2.33) is obtained by 
normalizing (2.32) with (2.31). 0 
Theorem 2.1. Let O<x,<* * .<xk< 1. Then the common distribution of 
fi,(x,,), . . . , 6,(xk) (t E 93,) converges, as n + ~0, weakly to a limiting distribution t.~~ 
with the following Markov property: For (h, , 
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Proof. Set Xi”‘:= ]nxi] (0 s is k). Because of Xl”‘/n + xi, the limiting common 
distribution of the normalized heights H,(Xi”)) (t E Bm) is given as the marginal 
distribution pu, of (ho, . . . , hk) in Lemma 2.5. Application of Lemma 2.6 yields 
(2.34). It remains to demonstrate that the limiting common distribution of the 
random variables fif(Xi) is the same as that of the random variables H,( ]nxiJ)/fi. 
Since we may write 
fil(x,)=&H,([nxiJ)+ fi,(Xi)-&H,([nx,l) 
> 
(i=O,...,k), (2.35) 
it suffices to show that the second expression on the right hand side of (2.35) 
converges to zero in probability as n + 00. Obviously, 
IJt;~,i,(~~-~,~l~~l~l~I~t~l~~l +~ -~~~l~~l~l~lWt~l~~l, lnxl+1)1, 
where W,(i, j) denotes the distance between leaf i and leaf j. A rotation argument 
shows that each distance W,(j - 1, j) (t E %,,) of two successive leaves is identically 
distributed (for details see Gutjahr, 1991). In particular, the distribution of 
W,( lnx], lnx] + 1) is the same as the distribution of W,(n + 1,0) = H,(O). Thus the 
assertion is true if 
P{~>~~~.,,,}=~~, a(o~~“)+O (n+m) foreacha>O, (2.36) 
and this follows by elementary estimations (cf. Gutjahr and Pflug, 1990a, pp. 11-12). 
The last assertion of the theorem follows immediately from Lemma 2.7. 0 
3. Brownian excursion 
Let W*(x) denote a Brownian excursion (see It8 and McKean, 1965, pp. 75-81) 
with time parameter x. Then it can immediately be verified that (2.31) yields the 
distribution of &W*(x) for fixed x, and that the transition densities (2.33) are 
identical to the transition densities of &W*(x). Since Brownian excursion is also 
a Markov process, we may reformulate Theorem 2.1 in the following way: 
Lemma 3.1. The$nite-dimensional distributions of the contourfunction fir(x) (t E 93,,) 
converge, as n -+ 00, weakly to the Jinite-dimensional distributions of the Brownian 
excursion X&W*(X). 0 
We want to derive a stronger convergence result than that of Lemma 3.1 and 
show for this purpose that, if P,, is the distribution of the contour functions fi,(x) 
(t E %I,,), {P,,} is tight in C[O, 11. 
Lemma 3.2. Let i,,(x) be a sequence of nonnegative integers with nx - 1 d i,,(x) s nx 
(O<x<l; nzl). Then 
cim(x)cn-t,E(x) /c, G 16np3’2[x(1 -x)]-~‘~, (3.1) 
where c, denotes again the nth Catalan number (cJ Lemma 2.1). 
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Proof. Let p(y) := 4yy-3’2 (y > 0). This function takes its minimum value at y. = 
3/(2 log 4) < 2, the value at this point being >l, and in [yO, cO[, q(y) is increasing. 
It is easy to see that ~,,4~“n~~‘* is increasing in n; therefore 
I< c 4411--3/*< c,4-nn-3/‘~ fim c,4nn-‘I’= ,rr’/‘. 
4-- 1 
n-m 
So we have 
;cp(n)Gc,scp(n). (3.2) 
(i) We show c,,,(,) ~cp(nx). Let &,(x)22. Then ~,,,~,,~cp(i,,(x))~q(nx) because 
of the monotony of q(y) for y 2 2. Conversely, let i,(x) = 0 or 1. Because of co = c, = 1 
and p(y) > 1 Vy > 0, the assertion is also true in this case. 
(ii) We show c,_~,,(~)/c, <4p(n(l-x)). Since n-i,(x)~n(l-x)+1 and n- 
i,(x)EZ, even n-i,,(x)< ]n(l-x)J +l. The sequence j,,(x):= ]nx] satisfies the 
assumptions of the Lemma, so with c,+, s 4c, and with (i) it follows: 
C~-i,,(~)~C~~(1--x)j+l~4C~n(~~~)]~4cj,~(~~*~~4~~fl~1~x~~~ 
Putting (i) and (ii) together, we obtain 
ci,,( x) cn - i,, (x 1 /~,,~16~(nx)(p(n(l-x))/cp(n)= 16n~3’2[~(f-~)]~3’2. 
Lemma 3.3. If E, denotes the expected value with respect to t E %I,,, then 
kl (( <Cx312 Vn,x with O<x<l andnxsl, 
0 
(3.3) 
where C is independent of n and x. 
Proof. Set i,,(x) := [nx] - 1. First, we assume x d i and i,,(x) > 0 for some n and x. 
Let a( i, k, n) denote, as in Lemma 2.1, the number of trees t E CB3, with H,(i) = k. 
Using the formula in Ruskey (1980), 
a(i, k, n)= 1 
k 0 OS,<k 1 a(O,Z,i).a(O,k-l,n-i), (3.4) 
the estimation 
k 
~(0, k, n)/c, S 13 Fexp 
2 
(3.5) 
(which can be proven in an analogous way as Lemma 2.1), and the abbreviation 
(k-1)2 
4,,,(x) 4(n - i,(x)) 
), 
we obtain 
s 13 2 cL(x)cn-i,,(x) 
C, 
+ k2f(k, n, x). (3.6) 
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By Lemma 3.2 and because of x ~4, 
= 132 .32 . a( F,( n, x) + F2( n, x)) 
with 
Fi( n, x) := xX*-“2 
c (J-) 
k ‘f(k, n,x) (i=l,2) 
ktA, ?‘I 
where A,={k(l~k~l6d?$} and A,={klk>l6&}. Obviously,f(k,n,x}~l. 
Therefore with G, := {l/A, 2/A, . . .} and u := k/A, 
I 
16J;+n-“* 
F,(n, x) =z x-3n-“2 c U5S x-3 u5 du = ix-‘( 16&+ H-“*)~. 
UtG,,,U~16J-; 0 
Because of 16&> k 2 1 for k E A,, we have n-‘/‘< 16~5, and so F,(n, x) < 32h/6. 
The next step is to show that also F2(n, x) is bounded. For this purpose, we start 
with an estimation of f(k, n, x): Let Lk - B(k, i) and Yk := L,/k, where B(n, p) 
denotes (as in Section 2) the Binomial distribution. Since i,,(x) s nx, one gets 
= E(exp(-yY2,) . lLk-l,y ~,)+E(exp(-yY:) . U,r-~~~,,l), (3.7) 
where y := k2/4nx 2 64 for k E A2. For each B( k, $)-distributed variable Lk, 
P{Lk/k<a}~[2a”(l-c$n]~k (O<~y<l). 
Therefore 
with 
p{ Yk < yP1’3} < p{ Yk < +} < qk 
q = [2 . (:)“4 . (:)3’4]-‘s 0.8774. 
Let /3 := -log q. Because of t’+p/.$s @> f t/t> 0, we obtain for t:= e/k, 
y/k'+@k>f . Y”~. 
Since exp( - yYz) < exp( - y/ k2) for Yk E [k-‘, Y-I’~[, 
E(exp(-y%) ’ l[k-L,y -wc) s exp( - y/ k2) . P{ Yk < Y-“~} 
<exp(-(yk”+@k))<exp(-f+ Y-“~). (3.8) 
For Yk E [ Y-“~, 11, on the other hand, yY: 3 y. yd213 = Y”~, and therefore 
E(exp(- yYz) . llLy-l/~,,,) <exp(-y”“) < exp(-f . Y”~). (3.9) 
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After inserting (3.8) and (3.9) in (3.7), we finally get 
f(k,n,x)s2exp 
85 
(3.10) 
and hence with 
2 
g(u,x):=u’exp -i k , ( In 
F2( n, x) G 2X-3nP”2 c g( u, x) 
uGG,z 
cc 
<2x_’ 
[s 0 g(u, x) du+2n-“2 mz; g(u, x) . 1 
Substitution II := x -“2~ shows that xe3 I,” g( u, x) du is a constant not depending 
on x. By computing max,,,g(u, x), we find that ~-~n~r’~ max g(u, x)s 
const. n-“2xp”2, and since nx 3 1, also this expression is bounded. So we have 
demonstrated (3.3) in the case i,(x) > 0. 
Let now i,,(x) = 0, i.e. l/n sx <2/n. Then with the help of (3.5), 
lE,(H,(0)3) = 1 k3a(0, k, n)/c, G 13 1 k42pk exp(-k2/4n) 
k=l ksl 
c 13 C k42pk=: C,. 
kzl 
Thus 
E( y)‘) S C,n-3/2S Cox3/2. 
For x> 112, the assertion follows without difficulty from the fact that 
E,((H, LnxJ /A)‘) is bounded for x ~4 (which is a consequence of (3.3)), and from 
the symmetry of the distributions with respect to x ++ 1 -x. 0 
Lemma 3.4. The family {I’,}, where P,, denotes the distribution of I?,( .) E C[O, l] 
(t E %,,), is tight. 
Proof. Let I?,,(x) denote the random variable g,(x) for TV %‘,,. It is sufficient to 
show that the moment condition 
~(IH,(y)-H,(x)l’)~Kly-X1”2 Vn, x, y (K independent of n, x, y) (3.11) 
is satisfied (see Billingsley, 1968, Theorem 12.3, p. 95). Let n be fixed. 
(a) We show (3.11) for the partition points l/n, 2/n,. . . , (n-1)/n: Let x:= i/n, 
y:= j/n (0~ i <j < n). W,(i, j) is (as in the proof of Theorem 2.1) the distance 
between leaf i and leaf j. We have 
Iti, - fl,(x)l=& IH,(j) - H,(i)1 s& W(i,j). 
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Because of the rotational symmetry of the distributions of the leaf distances (see 
Gutjahr, 1991), the random variable W,(i,j) (t E 93”) is identically distributed as 
the random variable H,(j-i- 1). Thus from n(Y-x) =j-iz 1 and Lemma 3.3 it 
follows that 
m,(Y)-R(x)13)~L (( H,(ny-nx-1) 3 Jt; >> 
bl (( ff,(ln(y-x)l -l) E & (3.12) 
For i =j, (3.11) is also true. 
(b) Now let x,Y be arbitrary (O<x<Y< l), and let x0:= lnx]/n, x,:=x0+1/n, 
y,:= lnx]/n, Y,:= yO+ l/n. If x and y lie in the same interval [x,, x0+ l/n[, i.e. in 
the case x0 = YO, define (Y := (y-x)/(x, -x,,) < 1. For each t E %I,,, 
I%,(Y) -ki,(x)l= 4kbJ - Ijr(X”)l, 
so part (a) of the proof yields 
[E((H,(y)-H,(x)13=a3~(lH,(x,)-~~(x,)13) 
9 C[a(y-x)]“” = c(Y-x)“2. 
If, on the other hand, x and Y lie in different intervals, an analogous estimation as 
above shows 
and 
E(]H,(x,) -H,(x)l”) 5 C(x, -x)3’2 
W,(Y) - fi,(Y”)13) s C(Y -Y”)3’2. 
Furthermore, because of part (a), 
W%(Y,I) - R,(x,)l’)s C(Y”-x,)“2. 
Since Vu, b, c 2 0, 
(a+b+~)~~16(n~+b’+c’) and ai”+b3’2+~3’Z~(a+b+c)“‘, 
we obtain in total 
W%(Y) - MAW 
~~((IH,(Y)-H,,(Y,,)l+l~,(Y,,)- t-i,(X,)l+lH,,(x,)-H,(x)l)“) 
s 16C((y-y,,)3”+(y,-x,)3’2+(x,-x)3’2)~ 16C(y-~)~‘~. 0 
By Prohorov’s theorem, Lemma 3.1 in combination with Lemma 3.4 yields the 
following final result: 
Theorem 3.1. The distributions of the contour function A,(x) (t E %,) converge, as 
n + co, weakly in C[O, l] to the distribution of the Brownian excursion &W*(x). El 
Remark 1. Brownian excursion is, loosely speaking, defined as the scaled process 
between two successing zeros of a Brownian motion (for an exact definition, see 
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It8 and McKean, 1965). Alternatively, Brownian excursion may be described as a 
Brownian bridge conditioned to be non-negative, or as a Bessel(3)-process (the 
radial part of 3-dimensional Brownian motion) conditioned to return to zero at time 
1. There are several interesting correspondences between l-dimensional Brownian 
motions and Bessel(3)-processes; as to that, the reader is referred to Pitman (1975), 
Vervaat (1979) and Williams (1979). 
In our case, the interpretation of Brownian excursion as a conditioned Bessel(3)- 
process is especially useful since it preserves the rotational symmetry (in distribution) 
of equiprobable binary trees of size n: According to this interpretation, the contour 
of a large random binary tree is the same stochastic process as the distance of a 
Brownian particle in R’ from a given starting point on the condition that it returns 
to that starting point. The distance of two leaves nx, ny in t has the same distribution 
as the height of leaf n(~ -x); it corresponds to the distance between the positions 
of the particle at times x resp. y. Note that it does not matter which leaf gets the 
index 0, or: which point on the closed Brownian path is chosen as the starting point. 
Remark 2. In the context of analysis of algorithms, Brownian excursion has been 
intensely investigated by Louchard and other auhtors (see e.g. the references in 
Louchard, 1986); it usually occurs as the limiting process of conditioned random 
walks. For example (cf. Durrett, Kesten and Waymire, 1990, Section 2), if a random 
ordered tree without degree restrictions is traversed in level order (all such trees 
with n nodes being equiprobable), the process of the heights of the visited nodes 
is a random walk of length 2n with the first return to zero at the (2n)th step, which, 
appropriately resealed, converges to Brownian excursion. However, the sequence 
of leaf heights (in ordered or binary trees) is not a random walk in the classical 
sense, so the result that it also converges to Brownian excursion in the binary tree 
case is non-trivial. 
Remark 3. Our result yields an explanation for the known fact that the height of a 
random binary tree with n nodes (i.e. the maximum of the heights of its leaves) is 
identical in distribution to const. & M*, where M” denotes the maximum of a 
Brownian excursion. Actually, the last assertion holds for a larger class of tree 
distributions derivable from branching processes (cf. Durrett, Kesten and Waymire, 
1990, p. 5). It may be conjectured that, in this more general case, the assertion on 
the maximal height is again a consequence of the fact that the underlying contour 
process in Brownian excursion. (See also the observations in Aldous (1989) on tree 
limit processes.) 
4. Simulation 
By means of Theorem 3.1, the contour of a large binary tree can easily be simulated: 
At first, simulate l-dimensional Brownian motion W(x). From that, a Brownian 
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Fig. 9. 
bridge w”(x) is constructed via 
W”(x)= W(x)-xW(1) (OSxSl). (4.1) 
Brownian excursion may then be obtained as the process between two minima of 
the periodically continued Brownian bridge (see Vervaat, 1979, Theorem 1): 
W*(x)= W’(X+xmodulo l)- w”(X) (4.2) 
where X = argmin, p. 
Figure 9 shows a trajectory of v’% W*(x), i.e. the contour of an asymptotic random 
binary tree. (The dotted line indicates the expected values of the normalized leaf 
heights, computed according to Kirschenhofer (1983a, p. 50).) 
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